


Peterbilt’s product line embodies 

ideals of innovation, styling and value, 

each in a versatile confi guration that 

provides purposeful solutions to 

the challenges facing today’s trucking

industry. For Class 6-8, Peterbilt

offers a truck designed to improve

your bottom line, whether it’s 

fuel-effi cient operation, outstanding

resale value, maximum weight savings,

day-to-day performance or simply 

the pride of owning a legend.



We started with a rich history 

of proven quality and built 

an all-new truck to refl ect it. 

The 579’s wide, spacious cab 

surrounds the driver in comfort and effi ciency. 

A detachable sleeper adds versatility and the longevity 

of a second life for highest resale value. The SmartWay®-

designated 579 provides effi cient fuel consumption 

and optimized aerodynamics to deliver a supremely 

aerodynamic and effi cient truck. The addition of a 

powerful 12.9-liter PACCAR MX-13 Engine improves 

fuel economy through proven technologies and state-

of-the-art innovations. With the 579, the combination 

of aerodynamic innovation and powertrain optimization 

delivers confi dence and effi ciency for the most cost-

conscious companies.



The Model 587 is innovatively designed for long-haul 

fl eets, driving teams or owner-operators who demand 

uncompromising quality, maximum aerodynamic 

performance, superior fuel effi ciency and the highest

overall value. The 587 is SmartWay® designated by 

the EPA as fuel effi cient and 

environmentally friendly.

A spacious interior features 

plenty of legroom, swivel 

seats, dual arm rests and 

30 inches of walk-through space to a roomy sleeper 

that provides both a comfortable work and living 

environment. It comes standard with front air disc 

brakes and electronic stability control for exceptional 

stopping distance, performance, brake handling and 

ease of maintenance.



The Model 389 embodies 

Peterbilt heritage and merges 

it with a proven design to 

create a legendary classic.

The Model 389 features 

conventional styling, plus a 

selection of components and 

options for effi ciency and 

performance. Peterbilt’s lightweight and durable 

hood is the industry’s only all-aluminum hood with 

a distinctive punched oval grille and one-piece 

aluminum crown. The Model 389 continues to be 

an industry leader in quality, styling, performance 

and enduring value.



Built around Peterbilt’s signature all-aluminum cab, 

the Model 382 is lightweight yet strong for maximum 

durability. Available in both Class 8 and Class 7

specifi cations, the 

382 is as versatile as 

it is durable. The 382 

provides outstanding 

quality, exceptional 

reliability and superior 

fuel effi ciency for 

an overall low cost 

of ownership. The reliable Model 382 delivers the 

perfect blend of fuel effi ciency, maneuverability and 

horsepower for the short haul market.



Peterbilt’s new Model 567 

defi nes durability and 

quality for the vocational 

market. The new aluminum 

cab structure is stronger 

for long-lasting endurance and ruggedness and 

comes standard to meet severe-service requirements. 

Inside, the roomier cab offers an ergonomic and 

comfortable workspace for drivers. Available with 

short- or long-length hoods and as a day cab or 

with a selection of detachable sleeper confi gurations, 

the 567 is as versatile as it is reliable. On the job, 

the sloped hood and large, one-piece windshield 

provide greater visibility, while the tight turning radius 

delivers more maneuverability for congested jobsites.

The tougher the job, the better it performs.



The Model 367 is as tough as 

it is versatile with a variety of 

heavy-duty components, as 

well as a selection of axles, 

including tandem, tridem and 

lift axle options. With a compact 115" BBC, 

the Model 365 features improved ride and handling 

and increased maneuverability. Enhanced weight 

distribution allows for increased payloads to maximize 

performance and profi tability. Both offer sloped 

hoods for increased visibility around congested 

worksites and to accommodate larger engines.
 

The 367 and 365 deliver on-the-job performance, 

maximum durability and exceptional versatility 

and reliability.



Designed for virtually any specialty application, 

the Model 348 is one of Peterbilt’s most versatile 

vocational trucks. From construction and crane 

service to utility and delivery 

services in both Class 7 and 

Class 8 markets, the 348 is 

in a class by itself. The Model 

348 is available in either a 

truck or tractor confi guration 

with a GVW between 33,000-66,000 lbs. It is also 

available in an all-wheel-drive confi guration, a wide 

variety of heavy-duty suspension and vocational 

options in both single and tandem axles. This 

high-performance workhorse is one of the most 

durable and versatile trucks available today.



No other truck measures up to the harsh demands 

of the refuse industry like Peterbilt’s rugged Model 

320, a low-cab forward vehicle that is the perfect fi t 

for this challenging application. The Model 320 is 

available with a 96-inch-wide 

ergonomic cab interior and the 

exclusive use of taper leaf front 

springs for an increasingly

smooth ride. A 90-degree 

door opening with three grab 

handles on each side and an impact-resistant, 

bolt-on step provides easy entry and exit. An 

impressive 44-degree wheel cut allows drivers to 

easily maneuver in congested urban environments 

and tight city streets for maximum performance.



The Peterbilt Model 337 is built to take on the big 

jobs. That’s why it’s available as a Class 7 truck or 

tractor with a GVW of up to 33,000 lbs. The Model 337

earned its durable reputation from features such as

the Metton® hood and stainless steel grille for superior 

protection of the cooling system. Plus, the sloping 

aerodynamic hood 

enhances driver visibility 

and productivity. The Model 

337 delivers a signature 

combination of comfort, 

serviceability, visibility and 

versatility. It’s ideal for truck 

and tractor applications such as wrecker, tanker, 

beverage delivery and municipal utilities.



The Model 330 combines 

durability and power with 

options to match the needs 

of the job and the driver. 

It’s ideal for refrigerated 

van, pickup and delivery, wrecker and municipal 

utility applications. An exceptional performer in every 

setting, the Peterbilt Model 330 is the head of the 

class in versatility. Simple to operate with low overall 

operating costs, some businesses choose this 

Class 6 vehicle for their drivers without commercial 

licenses. The thoughtfully designed interior space 

and tight turning ability with wheel cuts up to 

50 degrees make it universally popular with 

commercial and non-commercial drivers alike.



Perfect for light- and medium-duty applications, 

the Model 325 is a hardworking Class 5 powerhouse. 

With a GVW of 19,500 lbs., it thrives with the 

200-300 hp output of the 

PACCAR PX-7 Engine under 

the hood. The Model 325 

maximizes operation effi ciency 

with an ergonomic cab. 

Everything is driver-friendly. 

Gauges are easy to read. 

Switches are easy to reach. 

Service points are quick to access. It’s all designed 

to keep drivers relaxed and productive. It’s ideal 

for pickup and delivery, landscaping and municipal 

utility applications.



The Peterbilt Models 220 and 210 deliver a combination 

of maneuverability, visibility and value that is best in 

class. The Model 220 is a 

beautifully compact package

offering driver comfort, 

easy service, entry safety 

features and vigorous power. 

The standard Allison automatic transmission and 

standard air brakes make it even easier for drivers 

to perform at their best. The Model 210 is designed 

for driver productivity with 360-degree visibility, tight 

turning capability, rugged protection and convenient 

storage. Available as a Class 6 straight truck with GVW 

rated at 26,000 lbs., the Peterbilt Model 210 is ideal 

for the urban environment and drivers without a CDL.



Peterbilt trucks are some of the cleanest, most 

fuel-effi cient vehicles on the road. Sweeping 

EPA regulations have encouraged truck makers 

to produce trucks with engine and exhaust 

combinations that have greatly reduced 

emissions levels. One solution 

to balancing environmental 

requirements and vehicle 

performance characteristics 

is through use of alternative 

fuels. Natural gas, in both 

liquid (LNG) and compressed (CNG) forms, is emerging

as a domestically available and economical alternative 

to diesel fuel. Peterbilt Models 386, 384, 367, 365 and 

320 are all available with alternative fuel systems. 



The PACCAR MX-13 Engine brings a new level 

of innovation through industry-leading quality, 

exceptional reliability and proven performance. 

The 12.9-liter PACCAR MX-13 Engine is characterized 

by its combination of proven technologies and 

state-of-the-art innovations that improve fuel 

economy. Power offerings are expanded with the 

addition of a 500-horsepower rating with 1,850 lb-ft 

of torque. The new PACCAR MX-13 Engine’s 

common rail system maintains injection pressures 

of 2,500 bar, which helps achieve the lowest 

possible fuel consumption, emission and noise 

levels. The MX-13 provides longer service 

intervals, increased uptime, lower operating 

costs and higher resale value.



The 6.7-liter PACCAR PX-7 Engine delivers superior 

performance, minimizes operational costs and maximizes 

uptime for medium-duty customers. Reduced maintenance, 

long service intervals and excellent fuel effi ciency add up to 

a superior lifetime value. The PACCAR PX-7 is available in 

horsepower ratings from 200 to 360 hp and offers up to 

800 lb-ft of torque.

The 8.9-liter PACCAR PX-9 Engine has one of the 

highest power-to-weight ratios in its class, with heavy-

duty features like replaceable wet liners, roller cam 

followers, bypass oil fi ltration and targeted piston-

cooling. Available in both medium- and heavy-duty 

confi gurations, this engine delivers the durability and 

effi ciency needed to lower operating expenses, reduce 

maintenance and increase productivity.



Peterbilt’s cab and sleeper interiors create a 

comfortable, productive work environment. Every 

detail has been thoughtfully designed to provide 

drivers with rugged durability, 

maximum comfort and superior 

fi t and fi nish. The ergonomic 

dash design features LED 

backlit gauges that are easy 

to read, a driver information 

display for critical vehicle data and rocker switches 

within easy reach. Peterbilt’s sleepers are available 

in multiple lengths, offering plenty of living space, 

storage, shelving and lighting. The versatility of a 

detachable sleeper adds longevity of a second life 

to the cab system and a higher resale value.



Peterbilt interiors feature 

SmartNav, a revolutionary,

in-dash, infotainment system. 

SmartNav features 

a 7" touch screen that 

provides real-time vehicle 

monitoring, a truck-specifi c 

Garmin® navigation system, 

hands-free Bluetooth® 

connectivity, voice 

recognition, a fully integrated 

audio system with satellite 

radio as well as MP3, USB 

and iPod® capabilities.



CALL 1-800-552-0024 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
PACLEASE & PACCAR FINANCIAL PLANS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS.
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The right part for your Peterbilt truck is always in stock thanks to 
the TruckCare Connect program. The PACCAR Parts online inventory 
management system and electronic cataloging help ensure instant 
accessibility to the right part for your needs.

This full-service leasing program offers contract maintenance, 
logistics services, insurance, fuel tax reporting and other 
support services available to PacLease customers.

PACCAR Financial provides the fi nancing and 
insurance tools that are key to the success of 
any trucking operation and will work with your 
Peterbilt dealer to customize a fi nancing 
package that suits your needs.

DEALER SUPPORT 
With more than 250 dealer locations in the United States and Canada, 
Peterbilt’s extensive dealer network means you or your driver is never far 
from Peterbilt parts, service and sales expertise.

www.peterbilt.com
Complimentary Customer Assistance

Call 1-800-4PETERBILT


